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REGICIDE

7  Regicide

In life, unlike chess, the game continues
after checkmate.
ISAAC ASIMOV

Skill 7: Knowing how to execute basic
checkmates

The word checkmate has power. Like a
magical incantation, it confers victory over
the mind of another. Grandmasters who
have played thousands of games in their
long careers still love to utter the word. It
makes the eyes light up, the pulse quicken
and a smile come from the inside out. Most
sports have an external force that signals
the end of the game: a buzzer, a finish line,
an umpire’s call. In chess, the player who
shows the most cunning, grit, skill and cre-
ativity gets to say with total finality that the
battle has truly ended.

Before you can magically pull off a
checkmate (or mate, as most tournament
players say), it’s important to know the
most typical ones. In Murray Chandler’s
brilliantly simple book How To Beat Your
Dad at Chess, the author shows a number
of famous checkmates in depth. Since this
is a book on the basics, this chapter will de-
vote itself to the checkmates that are a must
for the new player.

The Bear Hug
The most important checkmate of all has
no name. I call it the Bear Hug because it
smothers the king completely, giving it no
room to breathe and no possibility of es-
cape. Take a look at what makes the Bear
Hug so lethal:

The black king has no moves as the queen
is not only attacking it, but is also control-
ling four flight-squares. This would be a
totally dominant position except for one
thing: the queen needs protection. Without
the pawn on d6, the queen would instantly
suffer the fate of any piece that dares to en-
ter the king’s inner chamber without back-
up. As it stands, the king has been mated.

Naturally, any piece can help the queen
carry out her deadly mission:

XIIIIIIIIY
8-+-+k+-+0
7+-+-W-+-0
6-+-Z-+-+0
5+-+-+-+-0
4-+-+-+-+0
3+-+-+-+-0
2-+-+-+-+0
1+-+-+-+-0
xabcdefghy

XIIIIIIIIY
8-+-+-+-+0
7+-+-+-+-0
6-+-+-+-+0
5+-+-+-+-0
4-+n+-+-+0
3+-+-+-+-0
2-w-+-+-+0
1+K+-+-+-0
xabcdefghy



Bear Hugs occur in all sorts of situa-
tions:

White plays 1 Ëh6! and the game is
over. Black cannot stop checkmate on g7.

In this position, the black knight is pre-
venting the Bear Hug on h7. White plays 1
Îxf6! Ìxf6. Now another knight stands
guard, so White continues with 2 Îxf6!
(D).

Both knights have been eliminated and
the threat of checkmate is still there. Black
cannot stop it by playing 2...h6 because then
White will break through with 3 Îxh6+!,
when 3...gxh6 is met by 4 Ëxh6+ Êg8 5
Ëh7#. Black must play 2...Ëe4, when 3
Ìxe4 leads to a decisive material advan-
tage for White.
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XIIIIIIIIY
8-+-+-+-+0
7+-+-+-+-0
6-+-+-+-+0
5+-+-+-+-0
4kW-+-+-+0
3+-+-+-+-0
2-+-+-+-+0
1+-+-V-+-0
xabcdefghy
XIIIIIIIIY
8-+-+-+r+0
7+-+-+-+-0
6-+-+-+-+0
5+-+-+-+-0
4-+-+-+-+0
3+-+-+-+-0
2-+-+-+qM0
1+-+-+-+-0
xabcdefghy

XIIIIIIIIY
8r+-+-tk+0
7zl+q+p+p0
6-z-+-Zp+0
5+-z-+-+-0
4-+Pz-+-+0
3ZP+P+N+-0
2-+-W-+PZ0
1T-+-+RM-0
xabcdefghy

W

XIIIIIIIIY
8-+r+-t-m0
7z-+nwpzp0
6-zp+-s-+0
5+-+p+-SQ0
4-+-+-+-+0
3+-Z-VR+-0
2PZ-+-+PZ0
1+-+-+R+K0
xabcdefghy

W

XIIIIIIIIY
8-+r+-t-m0
7z-+-wpzp0
6-zp+-T-+0
5+-+p+-SQ0
4-+-+-+-+0
3+-Z-V-+-0
2PZ-+-+PZ0
1+-+-+-+K0
xabcdefghy

B



In the above diagram, Black’s queen and
rook would deliver a Bear Hug on c2, if not
for the white queen standing guard. Black
starts by playing 1...Íh6!. The white queen
cannot leave to capture the bishop, nor can
it move away since the king would be in
check. White can try 2 g5 but 2...Íxg5!
continues the joke. After 3 f4 Íxf4! 4 Íe3
Íxe3 White has to defend against the mate
(with 5 Íd3, for instance) and part with the
queen.

Bear Hugs can show up when you least
expect them:

The white king appears to be well de-
fended. However, this is only a mirage. Af-
ter 21...Íf3! White wakes up to realize
that his king is being surrounded by deadly
scorpions. The black bishop cannot be cap-
tured since 22 gxf3 is met by the devastat-
ing 22...Ëh3!, when there is no way to stop
the mate on g2. White panicked and played
22 Îe3 only to be greeted with the bone-
crunching 22...Ëh3!! (anyway!). An inde-
fensible Bear Hug is threatened on g2 and
the queen is untouchable because 23 gxh3
loses instantly to 23...Ìxh3#. Seeing these
embarrassing options, White threw in the
towel. (The desperate but spectacular 22
Íe6! was his best chance, when 22...fxe6
23 gxf3 Ëd5! wins either the f3- or the a2-
pawn.)

The struggle for the Bear Hug Mate can
sometimes get very complex:

With a fantastic bishop lurking on b7,
Black can fantasize about giving mate by
dropping his queen into g2. In fact, there
are several ways to bring this about, all
based on moving the knight out of the way.
For instance:

a) 1...Ìa5! is the most obvious, as it at-
tacks the white queen and prepares to bring
the black queen to h3 or c6. White has no
defence.
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XIIIIIIIIY
8-+r+-tk+0
7+-w-zpvp0
6p+-z-sp+0
5+p+P+-+-0
4-+-V-+P+0
3+-+-+P+-0
2PZPW-+-Z0
1+-MR+L+R0
xabcdefghy

B

XIIIIIIIIY
8r+-+-tk+0
7+-+q+pz-0
6pz-+-+-z0
5+p+-+-+-0
4-+-+-sl+0
3+LZ-+-S-0
2PZQ+-ZPZ0
1+-+-TRM-0
xabcdefghy

B

Lengyel – Mikhalevski
Budapest 1993

XIIIIIIIIY
8-+-tr+k+0
7zl+q+pz-0
6-zn+-+-z0
5+-z-+-+-0
4-+-+-Z-+0
3+QZ-+-Z-0
2PZ-+NV-Z0
1T-+-T-M-0
xabcdefghy

B



b) 1...Ìd4! is also effective, but a little
more complex; e.g., 2 cxd4 Ëh3 3 d5
Îxd5!? 4 Ìd4 and now 4...Ëxh2+! mates.

c) 1...Ìe5! is more spectacular. If White
accepts the sacrifice with 2 fxe5, Black
plays the crushing 2...Ëc6!, threatening
3...Ëg2#. White can try to prevent ...Ëc6
by 2 Ìd4, but Black replies 2...Ëh3! (D),
when the Bear Hug Mate quickly triumphs.

Quad Mates

Quad stands for Queen along diagonal. It
is the cousin of the Bear Hug and rivals it in
importance. The next diagram shows the
most famous Quad mate, the Scholar’s Mate
(a.k.a. the Four-Move Checkmate):

Notice that the queen is not flattening
the king as it did in the Bear Hug, needing
the queen on d8 to block the one square the
Quad mate does not cover.

As popular as the Scholar’s Mate is, it
pales in comparison to the following Quad
mate:

This mate on h7 is critical to remember
because most good players remove their
kings from the centre by castling kingside.
Because of the specifics of the initial set-up,
it is very easy for the f1-bishop to get to d3,
the g1-knight to get to g5, and the queen to
get to h5. The only hindrance to the con-
quest of the square is usually a knight on f6.
If that piece is captured or diverted, check-
mate often follows:
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XIIIIIIIIY
8-+-tr+k+0
7zl+-+pz-0
6-z-+-+-z0
5+-z-s-+-0
4-+-S-Z-+0
3+QZ-+-Zq0
2PZ-+-V-Z0
1T-+-T-M-0
xabcdefghy

W

XIIIIIIIIY
8r+-+-tk+0
7+-wlzpvp0
6p+nz-sp+0
5+p+-+-S-0
4-+-+PZ-W0
3+LS-V-+-0
2PZP+-+PZ0
1T-+-+RM-0
xabcdefghy

W

XIIIIIIIIY
8r+lwkv-t0
7zpzp+Qzp0
6-+n+-s-+0
5+-+-z-+-0
4-+L+P+-+0
3+-+-+-+-0
2PZPZ-ZPZ0
1TNV-M-SR0
xabcdefghy

XIIIIIIIIY
8r+-+-tk+0
7+l+n+pzQ0
6pwn+p+-+0
5+p+pZ-+-0
4-+-Z-+-+0
3+-SL+-+-0
2PZ-+NZPZ0
1T-+-+RM-0
xabcdefghy


